Public Art Installations

Permanent:
1. Sunkissed
2. Pac Man
3. Drains to Creek
4. Goldfish
5. Keep it Clean
6. Always a Pupil
7. Aura Activity
8. Triumph
9. Open Heart
10. Hello
11. Green Bike Tower (north)
12. Orange Bike Tower (south)
13. Glow
14. Monarch & Dandelion
15. Natural Skate
16. Arvest Bike Pavilion
17. Hole in the Wall
18. Sassy
19. Blue Bike Tower (west)
20. Red Bike Tower (east)
21. Rainbow Springs
22. Basketball Court Murals
23. Flight
24. Sunshine School Art Feeds
25. A Tribute to the Almost Forgotten Osage Prairie
26. Box Turtle
27. ColorFULL
28. Mull It Over

Temporary:
29. Universal Inseparability
30. Guide These, My Hands
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Always a Pupil
Amanda Willshire

Aura Activity
Joann Lacy & Eric Williams

Triumph
Hunter Brown

Open Heart
Matthew Duffy

Hello
Kenneth Siemens

Green Bike Tower
Tylur French

Orange Bike Tower
Tylur French

Glow
Michael Toney & Abby Fipps

Monarch & Dandelions
Amanda Willshire

Natural Skate
The Mars Agency

Arvest Bike Pavilion
Hight-Jackson

Hole in the Wall
Joann Lacey & Eric Williams

Sassy
Amanda Willshire

Blue Bike Tower
Tylur French

Red Bike Tower
Tylur French

Rainbow Springs
Eugene Sargent, Dustin Griffith & The Amazeum

Basketball Courts
Ignite Students

Flight
Bob Doster

Sunshine School Art Feeds
Sunshine School Students

A Tribute to the Almost Forgotten Osage Prairie
Jonathan Perrodin

Box Turtle
Stephen Feilbach

ColorFULL
Sugar Creek Elementary Art Club

Mull It Over
Nina Chanel

Universal Inseparability
Ben Pierce

Guide These, My Hands
Danièle Hatch & Traci Rae Manos

Lorem ipsum

Work in Progress...
Photo Coming Soon